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From a passionate and talented chef who also happens to be an Episcopalian priest comes this
surprising and thought-provoking treatise on everything from prayer to poetry to puff pastry. In
The Supper of the Lamb, Capon talks about festal and ferial cooking, emerging as an
inspirational voice extolling the benefits and wonders of old-fashioned home cooking in a world
of fast food and prepackaged cuisine. This edition includes the original recipes and a new
Introduction by Deborah Madison, the founder of Greens Restaurant in San Francisco and
author of several cookbooks.

“One of the funniest, wisest, and most unorthodox cookbooks ever written.”—Craig Claiborne,
The New York Times“The Supper of the Lamb is a rare, distilling nectar, albeit fizzy with bubbles
of humor and wit...it is fully capable of rescuing us from the dangers of mediocrity daily foisted
upon us by the too-fast pace of our lives.”—From the Introduction by Deborah Madison“The
Supper of the Lamb is as awesomely funny, wise, beautiful, moving, preposterous a book as this
reviewer has come across for years....It is a love letter to a world that ‘will always be more
deliciousthan it is useful.’”—The New York Times Book ReviewFrom the Inside Flaponate and
talented chef who also happens to be an Episcopalian priest comes this surprising and thought-
provoking treatise on everything from prayer to poetry to puff pastry. In The Supper of the Lamb,
Capon talks about festal and ferial cooking, emerging as an inspirational voice extolling the
benefits and wonders of old-fashioned home cooking in a world of fast food and prepackaged
cuisine. This edition includes the original recipes and a new Introduction by Deborah Madison,
the founder of Greens Restaurant in San Francisco and author of several cookbooks.From the
Back CoverFrom a passionate and talented chef who also happens to be an Episcopalian priest
comes this surprising and thought-provoking treatise on everything from prayer to poetry to puff
pastry. In The Supper of the Lamb, Capon talks about festal and ferial cooking, emerging as an
inspirational voice extolling the benefits and wonders of old-fashioned home cooking in a world
of fast food and prepackaged cuisine. This edition includes the original recipes and a new
Introduction by Deborah Madison, the founder of Greens Restaurant in San Francisco and
author of several cookbooks.About the AuthorRobert Farrar Capon is the author of numerous
books on theology, cooking, and family life. His works include Between Noon and Three;
Kingdom, Grace, Judgment; and Genesis, the Movie. Capon lives on Shelter Island, New
York.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.I read the first recipe, an appetizer
made of lemon gelatin poured into a banana skin filled with little banana balls. “When opened,
the banana looks like a mammoth yellow pea pod,” I concluded triumphantly. “Can you imagine a
world in which that sounds like a good idea?” I could. I could put myself in the dining room with
its fussy papered walls and hot air. I could see the maid carrying in this masterpiece, hear the



exclamations of pleasure from the tightly corseted woman of the house.But the magic didn’t
work for Mom; to her this particular doorway to history was closed. So I tried again, choosing
something more exotic. “Listen to this,” I said, and began reading.“Wild strawberries were at their
peak in the adjacent forests at this particular moment, and we bought baskets of them
promiscuously from the picturesque old denizens of the woods who picked them in the early
dawn and hawked them from door to door. The pastry was hot and crisp and the whole thing was
permeated with a mysterious perfume. Accompanied by a cool Vouvray, these wild strawberry
tarts brought an indescribable sense of well-being."Anything?” I asked. She shook her
head.Read more
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Bradley Bevers, “A Love Letter to Food, Life, Humanity,& God. Capon is one of my favorite
writers, period. At times his writing can be too flowery, but it is often brilliant and never dull.
Reading Capon takes time and personal investment, but it is well worth it. This book in particular
is one of my favorites and it is a joy to read.It is difficult to describe this book in any way that
does it justice . . . its more than a cookbook with some theology thrown in. It is a book with great
recipes that will renew your love for food, your awe at God's creation, and your delight with daily
life. Capon elevates the material world to its rightful place and is the best Christian writer I have
ever read when it comes to the humanity of Christ and its importance. It is one thing to say that
Jesus was fully God and fully human, it is another to delight in it. Pick this book up for any
reason, whether you are a foodie, a Christian, or just love good writing. Highly
Recommended.Some of my favorite passages . . ."O Lord, refresh our sensibilities. Give us this
day our daily taste. Restore to us soups that spoons will not sink in, and sauces which are never
the same twice. Raise up among us stews with more gravy than we have bread to blot it with,
and casseroles that put starch and substance in our limp modernity. Take away our fear of fat,
and make us glad of the oil which ran upon Aaron's beard. Give us pasta with a hundred fillings,
and rice in a thousand variations. Above all, give us grace to live as true men-to fast till we come
to a refreshed sense of what we have and then to dine gratefully on all that comes to hand. Drive
far from us, O Most Bountiful, all creatures of air and darkness; cast out the demons that
possess us; deliver us from the fear of calories and the bondage of nutrition; and set us free
once more in our own land, where we shall serve thee as thou hast blessed us-with dew of
heaven, the fatness of the earth, and plenty of corn and wine. Amen." (27-28 - "prayer for the
return of sanity to our tables")"Man invented cooking before he thought of nutrition. To be sure,
food keeps us alive, but that is only its smallest and most temporary work. Its eternal purpose is
to furnish our sensibilities against the day when we shall sit down at the heavenly banquet and
see how gracious the Lord is. Nourishment is necessary only for a while; what we shall need
forever is taste." (40)"Only miracles are simple; nature is a mystery." (84)"It is a false piety that
walks through creation looking only for lessons which can be applied somewhere else. To be
sure, God remains the greatest good, but, for all that, the world is still good in itself." (86)(on
cooking for your children) "Feed them, yes; but do not cook for them. Cook for yourself. What
they need most of all in this vale of sorrows is the sight of men who relish reality. You do them no
lasting favor by catering to their underdeveloped tastes. We have not acquired our amplitude for
nothing. No matter what they think, we know: We are the ones who have tasted and seen how
gracious it all is. What a shame if we were to hide that light under a bushel." (131)"Many women
are poor cooks only because their native greatness has been beaten down by ingratitude. A
husband's hunger is one of the principal ornaments of his household. How sad, then, when he
spends his day blunting the edge of the easiest, truest compliment he can pay his
wife." (147-148)"If I had only a single temporal blessing to wish you, I would not hesitate a



moment: May you be spared long enough to know at least one long evening of old friends, dark
bread, good wine, and strong cheese." (148)”

Ebook Library Reader, “Delicious and Whimsical and Wise. I freaking LOVE this book. It is
deeply profound and whimsical and ridiculous and sassy all at the same time. This isn't really a
cookbook, but more of a meditation on what it means to cook and eat and love things as they
are. I will never chop an onion or look at baking soda the same way again. Father Robert calls for
us to pay attention to the actual things in front of us and to slow down and savor the
deliciousness of life, just because God created realities like wine and cheese and the magic of
flour and water becoming bread. "Food is the daily sacrament of unnecessary goodness,
ordained for a continual remembrance that the world will always be more delicious than it is
useful." (pg. 40)Capon reminds us that "We were given appetites, not to consume the world and
forget it, but to taste its goodness and hunger to make it great." (pg. 189) His view of God as one
who delights in creation and encourages us to do the same is beautiful.Anyone who loves food
and cooking and wonders where theology might relate to those must read this book. It is
hilarious and totally worth underlining and rereading over and over again. Glad to have my own
copy.”

Alicia Crumpton, “Food, Theology, and Being. Is it a theological reflection, a cookbook, a memoir
about food? Yes, yes, and yes. An incredible read - requires more than one reading to really
absorb the wisdom contained herein. "The company that forms around our dinner tables, they
actually create our humanity. . . food is precisely an epiphany of the greatness of our nature. . . it
is a sacrament, a real presence of the gorgeous mystery of our being" (p. xxvi) - Father Capon
drew me in with these words. My family is a family of foodies thinking that relationships are
formed around food production, cooking, and of course eating! Think of it - everyone eats. The
need for food is a universal human requirement that transcends culture, beliefs, and
biases....Throughout Capon introduces his philosophies of food...e.g., Never serve anybody a
whole anything (p. 23). I found myself often laughing, thinking, good point. I like this read
alongside some of Michael Pollan's works. Why? Capon connects eating with creation and our
humanity. Gone is the fast food, eat whatever's available approach. Instead, care for how we
cook, the ingredients we use, those we dine with - a real sense of intentionality and hospitality is
infused within this book. Slow down, use fine ingredients, the way we cook and the foods we eat
reflect our inner being, our care of self and others.Who would like this book? Those interested in
food memoirs, those who care about food practices, community and hospitality, those who like
to cook (some wonderful recipes and tips!), those who are interested in a theology of creation
and how that translates into behaviors.”

Margaret Fiore, “A Hugely Enjoyable Journey through the World of Food and Cooking, through
Mr. Capon's Eyes. I am not a religious person, and when I found that the author of this book was



a priest, and that much of the book was religiously oriented, I was hesitant to buy it. But I finally
did, and I am delighted!! Mr. Capon is highly opinionated and passionate about food, the world,
and personal experience. He is often laugh-out-loud funny, and is thoughtful and earnest in his
discussions. He is, however, distinctly from a different time, when women were the family cooks,
etc. With an understanding of his world, this book is enormously enjoyable. As a cook and a
lover of food of all sorts, I find myself in agreement with many of his opinionated diatribes! But,
whether or not I agree, I still find his writing charming and warm, and his thoughts interesting.”

R. Campbell, “One of my favorites. I loved this book. It was deep but not in an overly complicated
way. Really made me think about life and I’ve suggested it to others or given copies as gifts.”

David Turner, “A bit of a curate's egg. I loved this book; in parts!Very thoughtful in places, causing
exceptional reflection on the whole topic of food and how we as created humans relate to
creation.Unbearably irritating in other sections, to point of being anal.Only a few of the recipes
are likely to be tried, but I suspect that is not the point.Glad I bought the book on the
recommendation of a good friend. We plan to meet up to discuss our thoughts as a result.”

peter upton, “Its like a slow conversation over dinner. Its not what you would expect from a cook
book come book of food stories, written by a priest, full of wisdom and insight and some
excellent recipes too. This is more like a dinner conversation where you are talking and cooking,
drinking and discussing - it's an easy read and a full of insights. For anyone who likes food - I
mean eating, talking and cooking - this is a must for your bookshelf”

TheBlueFish, “Quirky classic.. I've never read a book like this. Part cookbook, part theological
perspective. Pages on how to chop an onion, eating cheese, making bread, railings against the
cereal barons and why lunch need only be cheese and beer.”

Christina Swan, “Weird and wonderful - for serious lovers of food!. Amazing, weird, wordy and
unforgettable, with the longest recipe I've EVER read.”

The book by Robert Farrar Capon has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 292 people have provided
feedback.
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